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ABSTRACT
Ceramics from Lat~r Stone Age lithic surface scatters in the upper Seacow River valley are dominated by
fibre-tempered sherds, often associated with lesser quantities of Khoi ware. Historically equated with Bushmen
hunter-gatherers, fibre-tempered bowls are found to be of a single, highly variable class which grades into
scarcer forms including small bowls, very large bowls, saucer/dishes, and possibly into pots with convergent
mouth and everted lip. No decorative motif is restricted to any part of this cloudl of size/shape variability, but
smaller vessels hav~ fewer decorated rims. Smaller vessels also carry more comb-stamp than the larger ones,
which have more rocker-stamp or various punctate row motifs. Overall, vessel size may have increased with
time in the early part of lhe sequence, a trend also seen in the Khoi ware. However, the ranges of siz;e/shape
attributes in fibre-tempered ware differ so markedly from those of the Khoi ware that the two traditions appear
not to merge, in spite of recurrent association on the same sites for at least 14 centuries. Furthermore, no
difference could be detected between the ranges of attributes of fibre-tempered vessels from herder sites and
non-herder sites. However, some of the rarer forms occur in tight groups of neighboring sites, hinting that they
were the handiwork of individual potters. This echoes preliminary clay-sourcing results for the Khoi ware, and
raises the possibility that some vessels were no t moved far from their place o f manufacture, in spite of their
use by highly mobile herder-foragers.
"They set the little pot to dry (in the sun) by the side of the large pot ...They also make
another little po~, a little pot which is larger (lit. 'grown')"
//kabbo ·on ' the making of clay pots' in Bleek & Lloyd ( 1911:345)

INTRODUCTION
Historical Bushmen of th0 South African interior were
reported by several early travellers to be using fibretempered cooking bowls, and fragments of these vessels
a re known from Later Stone Age sites throughout the
central and south eastern parts of the country. Early
accounts and drawings of Bushman pots (Bo!long er a/.

1997) are quite similar: they describe rimless bowls with
flat bottoms and near-vertical sides sometimes decorated
with impressions. Rare texts give some idea of the size of
Bushman bowls. They were " .. . small cooking pots, the
capacity of which was from one pint to two quarts" (Dunn
1931:84). Although a pint (0,56litre) sized bowl is indeed
quite 'small' a two-quart (2,3 litre) one is clearly not, so
this confirms the observation of //kabbo, quoted above,
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that the women of his band made both large and small
grass-tempered vessels. Whether these were recognized as
distinctive 'types' by their makers remains uncertain, but
//kabbo's 'little pot which is grown' may signal that they
did not think in discrete size categories but rather as a
continuum. No hint is dropped in either text about differences in the shapes of either small, 'grown,' or large
bowls, nor can we discern which, if any of these size
categories was the most popular, nor if other (non-bowl)
vessel forms were present. The latter possibility is raised
by the painting of Daniell (1804-6, 1820) which depicts a
very large shouldered pot in a Bushman camp north of the
Orange River, the same area in which Burchell was loaned
an enonnous pot by Bushmen (see below).
Some answers to these questions may be available in
the very large, systematit; collection of fibre-tempered
sherds from surface lithic scatters in the upper Seacow
River valley in the eastern Karoo (Fig. 1), which is only
a few hundred kilometers south-east of //kabbo's home
territory. The sherds, and a smaller sample from local
rock shelters, were left by the historical Seacow River
Bushmen and their herder-forager forbears. They have
been the focus of intensive study, with investigations still
in progress on their stamp-impressed decorations (Sampson
1988, Ridings & Sampson 1990), their chronology
(Sampson & Vogel 1995, Sampson et al. 1997), their
contextual seriation (Bollong & Sampson 1996), the
chemical composition of their clay fabric (Pineda et a/.
1990, Bollong et a/. 1993. Bo llong 1996, Bollong et a/.
1997), the petrography of their grit tempering (Bollong
1996), variations in the fibre temper (Sampson & Vogel
1996) and the isotopic composition of fatty and other
organic inclusions (Samps<•n & Vogel 1997). The aim of
all this work has been to generate models of the complex
spatial interactions between intrusive herders and the local
hunter-gatherers with whom they seem to have integrated,
and who evidently learned to make their own pottery
during more than a millennium of contact (Sampson 1996,
Bollong & Sampson in press). Although none of these
programs has thus far addressed the question of fibretempered vessel shape anti size-range, three more size/
shape-related questions are begged by their combined
results:
Were specific stamp-impressed decorations peculiar to
certain vessel shapes and sizes? How do fibre-tempered
vessel shapes and sizes differ from those of the Khoi ware
with which they are so persistently associated? Further,
did the fibre-tempered vessels made by hunter-gatherers
differ in appearance from those made by their herder
neighbors? These, plus the questions prompted by the
historical accounts reviewed above, have encouraged us to
measure and classify the rim sherds in the upper Seacow
valley collection.

Fig. 1. Location or the study area in the South M rican

interior.
in either category. In this study all identifiable rim sherds,
whether decorated or not, were removed from the fibretempered component of each site. These were retained for
analysis whil,e the body sherds were recombined and
returned to storage.
The fo llowing attributes were noted for each rim sherd.
The lip was placed on a clear plastic template and moved
across a set of printed concentric circles spaced at 10 mm
intervals. The diameter of the circle which best matched
the lip's curvature was recorded as the closest approximation of vessel mouth diameter.
On the same template circle, the sherd was then fitted
between radiating lines printed at 3,6 degree intervals
around the arc. Thus the percentage of surviving rim could
be estimated. Next, the orientation of the lip to the plane
of the template was subjectively judged as either wideopen, open, vertical or convergent (Fig. 2). Finally, the
shape of the lip profile was attributed to one of the eight
lip types in the system developed by Sadr (Sadr & Smith
1991) for the analysis of Khoi rim sherds in the southwestern Cape (Fig. 3).
Each sherd was recorded as either decorated or plain,
and impressed motifs were recorded according to the
classes generated by Sampson ( J988) for analysis of the
whole collection. Lip type and rim profile categories were
logged using a coding system of numbers and letters for
brevi.ty. All these data were entered into a computerized
database for further manipulation to determine vessel
size/shape categories. The vessel classes present at each
site were then inventoried in a second database, from
which the distributions of classes within the upper valley
could be systematically mapped by computer, using
layered software.

RESULTS
METHODS
The collecting, recording and curation procedures are
described elsewhere (Sampson 1988). Prior to this analysis
decorated and plain fibre-tempered sherds had been
separated and stored, but rim sherds were never recorded

F ibre-tempered rim fragments were present on 499 surface
sites (Fig. 4). Another 441 sites contained only plain body
sherds, usually few iin number, which are not considered
here. The rim samp le represents an estimated I 458
vessels, of which 617 are decorated.
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1777, which he was told had been abandoned the previous
year. AJthough they were 'poorly baked' he could still see
the decorative motif on them (Raper & Boucher 1988
1:85). Nevertheless, many older rims break down to sucb
small pieces that they cannot be used for estimating mouth
diameter. AJtogether 446 specimens (30.6%) were
excluded from measurement for this reason. Of those for
which the percentage of surviving arc could be measured,
most fall between 2-5% of the original. circumference.
Inevitably, nearly all those vessels represented by 6% or
more of the rim are the s maller ones. This means that
some larger vessels must have been excluded from
measurement because they are too highly fragmented.
Another consequence of fragmentation is that many
sherds are too small to estimate the rim's orientation to the
vessel's horizontal plane. Altogether 672 specimens fell
within this category, but in this case there is no particular
bias towards any vessel size within the range. Of those
excluded on this basis, 281 had enough arc to yield mouth
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Fig. 3.Lip Types present on rims of fibre-tempered bowls.
Types 1, 4 and 8 are extremely rare.
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Fig. 4. Map of the upper Seacow River valley showing relief, drainage channels and sites with fibre-tempered rim sherds.

Fragmentation Bias
Althcugh the fabric of fibre-tempered ware is quite
friable, not all sherds on surface sites break down into
very small pieces (Bollong 1996: 328 ff.), particularly
those from sites dating to after European contact, which
are only a couple of centuries o ld at most. For example,
Gordon picked up (rocker-stamped?) sherds here in A.D.

diameter estimates. The distribution of their size frequencies closely resembles that for the fully measurable sherds.

Mouth diameter
The fragmentation obliges us to use orifice diameter as
a crude reflection of overall vessel size. Volume estimates
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are not possible without knowing the vessel's height and
broadest width.
We also note that four of the early travellers' accounts
imply in some way that Bushman bowls were rough and
unevenly shaped (Bollong et al. 1997:282). AJthough no
one stated categorically that the mouth was not well
rounded, several Seacow valley vessels clearly show that
bowl mouths could be quite asymmetric. There are 40
vessels represented by more than one measurable sherd
and the arcs of 14 of these (35%) are variable. Although
the differences are relativdy small (10-20 mm) in most
cases, there are a few which must represent nearly oblong
mouths. All of these specimens were excluded from the
comparative exercises to f<lllow.
Because most vessels in the collection are represented
by only a single rim, wear~ forced to assume that all their
parent vessels bad circular mout hs. Although one third of
them certainly did not, the differences were probably
trivial. For 10-12 % of them, however, the error may be
more serious but we cannot tell which sherds are involved.
One consequence of this lacuna is that we have occasionally recorded two sherds from a site as separate vessels
with the same lip type and rim orientation, but very
different mouth diameters, when they were in fact from
the same asymmetric bowl.
With these caveats in mind, the percentage distribution
of measurable rims is shown in Figure 5. The smallest
recorded mouth diameter is a surprising -50 mm, no
b igger than a modem demitasse. Nothing this small is
mentioned by early travell~rs. The largest Seacow vessel
is over -400 mm, the size of a large basin, and certainly
a match in size (although not in shape) for the pot loaned
to Burchell by Orange River Bushmen "capable of holding
.about a gallon and a half" (Burchell 1824 11:32). Both
these extremes, however, are rarities, and the bulk of the
sample (61%) falls within the narrow range of 100-180
mm.
Thus bowl mouth diameters are distributed in a
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Fig. 6. Tri-axial graph showing frequencies of three rlln
orientations among the size segments defined in Figure S.

positively skewed curve, with the mode around 140-150
mm. Although there has been attrition of larger vessels
from this measurable sample (see above), we doubt if it
was severe enough to have caused all the observed!
skewing. There is no trace of bimodality, hence no support
for the the notion that Seacow potters were consciously
producing ' large' and 'small' vesse]s as discrete
categories.
For analytical a nd descriptive clarity, we have
subdivided this mouth-width continuum into seven
arbitrary segments, namely small (s), four medium (m 1-4),
and two large (bl-2) segments separated at the values
shown in Fig\ire 5. Although we have chosen breaks in
continuum suggested by small fluctuations in the
distribution curve, these are not intended as rigid size
'classes' but merely as descriptive devices for the analyses
that follow .

Rim orientation
There are four basic shapes to the upper profile of
fibre-tempered vessels, either wide- open , open, vertical,
or convergent (Fig. 2). Early eyewitness descriptions and
drawings suggest only vertical sides, although the repeated
mention of Bushman ' pots' hints that some may have been
describing vessels with convergent rims, or necked jars.
The problem of bowl asymmetry discussed above is less
marked in the vertical axis. Only three of the multi-sherd
vessels were classed as both open and vertical, and a sherd
from a fourth vessel changed from vertical to open along
the arc of its rim. A fifth sherd changed from vertical to
convergent along the rim arc. These were excluded from
the comparative manipulations that follow.
Of the measurable part of the Seacow collection
(n = 786), only 15 specimens (1.9%) are wide-open bowls,
more like saucers/dishes in appearance (Fig . 2a-c). The
deeper, open-mouthed vessels (Fig . 2d,e) are far more
common at 28%, while those with vertical sides (Fig. 2
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f,g) are indeed the most numerous at 41%. Those with
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types.

convergent mouths - either pots or bowls (Fig. 2h-k)- are
hardly less common at 31%. We suspect that the wideopen saucer/dish is a discrete type, but we doubt if this is
so for the other three. Since the open:vertical:convergent
ratio is. 3:4:3, we suspect that these attributes arbitrarily
subdivide a single shape continuum.
The frequencies of different mouth diameters for
wide-open bowls cannot be calculated for want of enough
measurable specimens (n= 14). Although most of these are
at the smaller end of the size range they were not all so.
The sample of open bowls contains rather more smaller
specimens than the sample vertical-sided vessels, but the
difference is slight. Mouth width for vertical-sided bowls
is also not significantly different from that for convergent
bowls. When these relationships are viewed on a tri-axial
graph (Fig. 6) the size segments form a single cluster with
one outlier (m4). Although m4 rims are relatively deficient
in open and convergent bowls, we do not think this is
enough to merit separating the m4 group as a disc rete
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type. Overall rim orientation combined with mouth diameter does not encourage us to propose further vessel
categories, but only a single, highly variable class, plus
the much scarcer saucer/dish form.
Lip type
The shape of the lip is preserved on almost every rim

sherd (n = l 459) , no matter how small, and all eight lip
types (Fig. 3) are present in the collection. Of the 40
multi-sherd vessels, three (7.5%) had sherds with different
lip types on the same rim. Two more single sberds show
the lip changing along the arc of the rim. Although they
were excluded from the various attribute comparisons
discussed here, they signal that a significant amount of
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Table 1. Couats or rim sberd.!i retaining all three attributes:
size, rim orientatioa and lip type.
lip Type
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-------·-·-···-----------·-······-·------·--------·----------within-vessel lip variation exists, which we were unable to
detect in this sample of mostly single-sherd vessels.
Shortcomings notwithstanding, simple rounded rims
(type 5) were overwhelmingly preferred (63% ), trailed by
tapered rims (type 6) at only 14%. Flat-topped rims (type
2), everted rims (type 3) and half-round rims (type 7) are
present in modest, near-equal frequencies at 6%, 8% and
8 % respectively. Bevelled rims (type 1), thickened round
rims (type 4) and thickened flat rims (type 8) occur as no
more than a trace at 0,6%, 0,4% and 0,1% of the sample.
Measurable vessels with a simple round lip are the most
numerous, providing a smoother mouth-diameter frequency
curve against which to compare the other lip types. Figure
7 (top left) shows that flat-topped lips are relatively
uncommon among smaller vessels, verified by the t-test
comparison. The size range of vessels with an everted lip
does not differ significantly from those with a simple
round lip (Fig. 7 centre left). Those with a tapered lip
show a possibly bimodal size distribution (Fig. 7 bottom
left) , but the t-test comparison shows no significant
differences. Those with half-round lip do not differ
significantly from the simple-round-lipped sample (Fig. 7
top right).
When lip type is combined with rim orientation, the
sample sizes are inevitably much reduced. Simple round
lips dominate al i categories of rim orientation at about the
same average frequency, and the other lip types are spread
proportionately over the four classes of rim orientation in
much the same way. The only notable exception is that
everted rims are present in twice the average frequency
among convergent mouth!>. When the relationships are
plotted in a tri-axial graph (Fig. 8), however, type 3 is not
really isolated from the other quantifiable lip types, a
result confirmed by chi-square comparisons . Consequently
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convergent-mouth vessels (pots?) with everted lips cannot
be viewed as a wholly separate vessel type.

Combined attributes
Sample sizes are not much further reduced when mouth
diameter, rim orientation and lip type are considered
together. However, sherds retaining an three attributes
must be spread among 224 cells in the table in order to
cover all the possible variability. In reality, only 104
of the cells are needed to express the full range of
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Table 2. Percentages of lip types for fibre-tempered plain
(undecor ated) rims and for rims with the three clas...es of
decoration.
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Fig. 11. Tri-axial graph showing frequencies of three rim
orientations among fibre-tempered vessels with plain rims and
r ims decorated with each of three different motif classes.

combinations, and 32 of those contain only one vessel each
(Table I), leaving 72 cells to express the significant range
of variability. The two top scoring cells are ml-m2/
vertical/simple-round. The first six ranked cells all lie
within the ml-m2/simple round lip cluster. Twelve of the
highest scoring cells are all within the simple round lip
(type 5) row. This must reflect a single highly variable
class of vessels, and it is surrounded by a thinning halo of
many other combinations, all poorly represented.

COMPARISONS

Plain and decorated
When size/orientation/lip variability are examined
separately for undecorated (plain) and decorated rims, a
few notable differences emerge. Figure 9 uses a similar
layout to Table I, but with the (all plain) wide-open
saucer/dish type omitted and the trace lip types 1, 4, and
8 also removed in order to reduce clutter.
Plain rims include significantly more round-lipped
vessels in the smaller (mi) range . Either there is a class of

smaller undecorated vessels present, o r a class of smaller
vessels with decoration on the body only, with rims left
unmarked. Another lesser, but noteworthy concentration is
the cluster of plain ml 's with tapered lip.
The decorated sample contains a distinct group of larger
vessels in the larger (m4-b2) range, mainly with round lip
but present with other lip types also.
The lesser cluster of decorated s/ml/m2's with everted lip
is also noteworthy. Decorated m2's with flat-top lip and
with half-round lip are also concentrated.
Are these clusters associated with specific decorative
motifs ? The designs used to decorate the bowls are of
three broad categories: rocker-stamp, comb stamp and
various punctate rows, described in detail elsewhere
(Sampson 1988, Bollo ng 1996). When rims with the same
motif category were plotted in the same manner as Figure
9, each motif category was found to be spread over all
parts of the shape/size variability. No motif was restricted
to a single shape/size concentration.
However, frequencies of decoration changed with rim
diameter. Figure 10 (top) shows a poor match in
size-distribution between plain and rocker-stamp rims, and
another poor fit between plain and punctate rows (Fig. 10
bottom). By contrast the fit between plain rims and
comb-stamp rims is reasonably good (Fig. 10 centre).
Could this mean that those ml plain rims, so prominent in
Figure 9 (left), are really from comb-stamp vessels oa
which decoration was restricted to the body? If so, then
plain and comb-stamp rims should also match closely in
frequencies of orientation and lip type. However, Figure
I I and Table 2 does not support this outcome since
comb-stamp least resembles plain in both comparisons.
Thus it is very likely that there was a class of smaller,
plain-rimmed (possibly entirely plain) vessels in
production.
Table 2 also displays poor fits in frequencies between
the three classes of decoration, and this is echoed in the
comparison of mouth diameters by decoration (Fig. 10).
Comb-stamp was executed more frequently on smaller
vessels, while rocker-stamp and punctate rows occur on
larger ones more often.
The punctate rows were executed with s everal different
styIus shapes (Sampson 1988), but percentage frequencies
of size/shape are not possible for individual stylus types
because sample sizes are too small. Although vessel counts
by stylus hint that a few techniques (quill, cord-impressed,
round/ovoid stylus) were restricted to smaller vessels,
these cases involve samples too small for us to be certain
about this.

Khoi a nd fibre-tempered wares
Khoi ceramics are invariably found m sealed
association with fibr·e-tempered ware in all local rock
shelter deposits, and they occur alongside fibre-tempered
sherds on most surface sites. Khoi vessels are mainly
necked and shouldered jars, the earlier forms sometimes
having spouts and bosses on the shoulder, while the later
forms. are usually with lugs (Sadr & Sampson in press). It
is no surprise, therefore, that the distribution of the mouth
diameters of necked Khoi jars is narrower than that for
fibre-tempered ware (Fig. 12), the latter being mostly
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Table 3. Percentages of rim sberds by orientation to the
perpendicular in the Kboi ware and fibre-tempered ware.

%of sherds
11

Vessels on kraal sites

10

Rim

Orientation

Khoi ware

Fibre-tempered ware

n . 158

9
8

Wide-open

0%

1.9%

7

Open

27.6%

28.2%

6

Vertical

33.3%

40.8%

5

Convergent

39.1%

31.0%

n • 835

4

3

Vessel counts

786

243

2

0
50

Table 4. Perceotagts of rim sherds by lip type in the Kl10i
ware and fibre-tempered ware.
Khoi ware

Lip

Fibre-tempered ware

I. Bevelled

6.5%

2. Rat-topped

13.2%

0.6%
6.2%

3. Everted
4. Thickened Round

9.7%

8.1%

5.8%

0.4%

5. Simple Rounded

44.8%

62.2%

6.Tapered
7. Half-round

8.0%

14.2%

5.5%

8.1%

8. Thickened flat

6.5%

0.1%
1447

3 10

No. of vessels

%of sherds
14

13

12
11

10
9
8

100

1 so
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estimated mouth diameter (mm)

Fig. 13. Percentage frequencies of fibre-tempered rim
diameters for vessels from kraal (herder) sites and non-kraal
(forager?) sites.

bowls. The necks of Khoi jars are less often vertically
oriented, and more frequently convergent, than are the
mouths of fibre-tempered bowls. There are no shallow
dish/saucer forms among the Khoi ware (fable 3).
Although Khoi ware is also dominated by simple rounded
lips, the other lip types all occur more frequently than they
do in the fibre-tempered sample, particularly the bevelled
(type 1), the thickened round (type 4) and the thickened
flat (type 8) which are no more than a trace in the fibretempered ware (Table 4). At these frequencies, they are
probably casual byproducts of manufacturing variability,
whereas they constitute real (i.e. deliberately formed)
attributes for Khoi ware.
Although the two wares appear to be markedly different
in overall shape, there is a single fibre-tempered rim
sherd with a short neck and shoulder, and there are 16
fibre-tempered body sherds with lugs - a highly characteristic feature of later Khoi ware. While these hint at the
presence of lugged pots, rather than lugged bowls, we
cannot demonstrate this for want of complete enough
sherds which retain both the lug and rim.

7

Vessels from kraal and non-kraal sites

6

s
Fibre-tempered ware n- 993

4

3

2

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

estimated moutlt diameter (mm)

Fig. 12. Percentage frequencies of rim diameters between
Khoi rims and all fibre-tempered rims.

Herder sites are those with low stone stock enclosures
(kraals) directly associated with the lithic surface scatter
from which sherds were collected. If herders introduced
fibre-tempered ware to the upper valley, and their nonherder neighbours adopted its manufacture, there is a
possibility that the latter did not make the same shapes and
sizes of vessel as their herder mentors. Although the size
distribution of vessels on kraal sites is markedly bimodal
(Fig. 13), this may be spurious as the sample is rather
small. In other details vessel variability at kraal sites are
almost identical to that from non-kraal sites (fables 5 &
6).
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Table 5. Percentages of rim sherds by orientation to the
perpendicular, from sites with and without low stone stock
enclosures (kraals).
Rim

Orientation

From kraal sites

from non-kraal sites

Wide-open

1.9%

1.9%

Open

23.8%

28.0%

Vertical

43.8%

39.6%

Convergent

30.5%

30.5%

------- - -- ·-----·------·----------- -~~ ---·· ·· · ···-· - - -··-- --· ··· · ···-··-- - ----

Vessel counts

675

105

Table 6. Percentages of rim sherds by lip type from sites with
and without low stone stock enclosures (kraals).
Lip Type

kraal sites

non-kraal sites

1. Bevelled

0.4%

0.7%

2. Rat-topped

8.3%

5.8%

3. Everted

6.7%

8.4%

4. Thickened Round

0.4%

0.4%

5. Simple Rounded

62.5%

62.11.%

6.Tapered

15.4%

14.0%

7. Half-round

5.9%

8.5%

8. Thickened flat

0.4%

0.1%

253

l l94

Vessel counts

5. Historical

4. LINC

3. LUND

2. COMB

1. SPINC
150
160
170
180
mean fibre-tempered mouth diameter (mm)

about AD 1850. It is reasonable, therefore, to enquire
whether changes took place in their preferred shapes and
sizes over the 14+ centuries of their manufacture and use.
At least four changes in Khoi vessel morphology over that
time have been proposed (Sadr & Sampson in press) ,
which encourages us to expect some parallel changes in
the fibre ware.
Seriating the fibre ware by their decorations bas proved
to be a difficult task, thanks to low yields from rock
shelter deposits, and small samples from the surface sites
we wish to seriate. This task is still far from a satisfactory
completion. Yields of measurable rims from the rock
shelters are so small that nothing can be discerned from
them about changes in vessel shape/size from stratified
contexts (Bollong 1996).
Better progress has been made in seriating the Khoi
ware, thanks to deeply stratified sequences with large
samples from the SW Cape. Although hardly an ideal
correlation (the sites are several hundred kilometers from
the upper Seacow), a sequence of four stages each based
on a specific Khoi vessel type can be inferred. In
chronological order of appearance these are l - Spouted
Incised (SPINC), 2 - Spouted Impressed (COMB), 3 Lugged Unde<:orated (LUND) and 4 - Lugged Incised
(LINC). Most surface sites contain only one of these
types, suggesting relatively short occupation spans. It
follows that the fibre-tempered rims from s uch sites can be
seriated by their Khoi associations.
In all the rock shelter deposits, Khoi ware disappears
from the sequence immediately below the first European
artifacts. In the historical levels, only rocker-stamp and
infrequent small spatulate rows occur on fibre-tempered
sherds . It is likely, therefore, that surface sites with no
Khoi and only rocker/ small spatulate o n fibre-tempered
sherds should be relegated to the end of the sequence.
The samples of measurable rim sherds from sites of
SPINC, COMB, LUND, and Historical ages are too small
to generate frequency distributions , so mean mouth
diameters were plotted instead. Overall , there is an
increase in mean diameter with time (Fig. 14), but the
change between COMB to Histo rical is too slight and
overlapping to be conclusive. When we consider that
older, larger rims would break down into unmeasurable
pieces , this could be the cause of the observed trend.
Parallel size increases also occurred in Khoi vessel
mouth-width (Sadr & Sampson in press), so the same
age-attrition process could be at work on that sample as
well.
Frequencies for fibre-te mpered rim orientation and lip
type were plotted in the same sequence, but absolutely no
trends in the data could be discerned.

SPATIAL PATIERNING
Fig. 14. Changes in mean mouth diamet.e rs through time,
from earliest sites (l.SPINC) to the youngest sites (Historical).

CHANGES THROUGH TIME
Fibre-tempered ceramics were introduced into the upper
Seacow valley by at least AD 450 and persisted there until

Two thirds of the sites used in this study (Fig. 4) produced
only one or two rim sherds each. Viewed against this
backgro und, those rare sites with exceptionally high yields
of rims representing d ifferent vessels (Fig. 15) need to be
explained. Why were there so many fibre-tempered vessels
at these camps?
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the upper Seacow valley.

numbers of fibre-tempered vessels.
In Fig. 15 site counts drop to near-zero above eight
vessels/site. Sites with nine or more vessels are sharply
restricted to the western drainages of the upper Seacow,
with a solitary outlier in the central drainage (Fig. 16).
The spacing between the sites is remarkably even, usually
with one vessel-rich site per site cluster. Exceptions occur
in three clusters where pairs of vessel-rich sites are
immediate neighbours. None of these vessel-rich sites is
especially large, several of them have kraals, and all 18
yielded at least some Khoi ware.
Previous studies point to herders penetrating first into
the west part of the upper valley, then spreading later to
the center and eastern parts. If the vessel-rich sites were
among the first to be settled by incoming Khoi hell'd ers,
then they could have been occupied for longer than any
sites from other site clusters, hence they accumulated more
rims with time. The troublt! with this scenario is that only
three of the richest sites can be shown (by their Khoi
markers) to be multi-stage occupations. If the others were
single stage occupations - one is COMB, two are LUND
and several are LINC sites -- alternative explanations
should be entertained.
Instead, could these vessel-rich sites be short-term
camps where potters were especially active? If so, then we
are obliged to conclude that certain vessels were not
moved very far from the places where they were made an improbable scenario if we accept that the Bushmen and
their hunter-herder forbears were highly mobile. One test
of this ' no-dispersal' proposition may be provided by the
distributions of those scarcer vessel shape/size
combinations, i.e the specimens smaller or larger than the
popular m 1-m3 size range with lips other than the common
simple rounded profile (type 5). These are the
low-frequency occurrence~ around the fringes of the
diagrams in F ig. 9. If thes~ oddities were being made by
individual potters, they might serve as markers for a
' no-dispersal' scenario. The expectation is that odd
size/shape vessels would not be randomly distributed
across the upper valley.
Indeed, small vessels (s in Fig. 5) occur in tight groups
of 2-4 neighbouring sites within several site clusters -- too

many to be dismissed as random chance (Fig. 17 top}.
Furthermore, s mall vessels with open rim orientation are
concentrated in a broad band of sites (Fig. 17 top-centre)
whicih also hints at limited distribution . Again, when the
enormous b2 vessels are mapped by lip type, pairs of
vessels with the same lip profile are seen to come from
adjacent sites (Fig. 17 bottom centre). Even more striking
is the distribution of large b1-size vessels, when mapped
by lip type. Besides pairs of sites with the same lip profile,
there is a marked concentration of large vessels with
tapered rims (type 6) in the central drainage (Fig. 17
bottom). These, too, hint strongly at the limited
distribution of unuswal vessel types, perhaps produced by
individual potters. This might also explain a tight cluster
of the rare fibre-tempered lugs, shown in Fig. 18.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The observation by Lichtenstein that bowls of the Seacow
River Bushmen were 'clumsily formed' (Piumptre 1815
11:76) is in large part confirmed by our results in that they
show the rules for bowl construction were quite lax.
Probably about one-fifth of all bowls produced had less
than round circumfe.rences and uneven modelling of the
sides and lips. Most specimens fall between 100-220 mm
diameter (ml-m3 size range), finished with a simple
rounded lip, but sides were variably shaped. Beyond this
centr.d, fuzzy-edged ' norm' , however, there is a thin halo
of otiher variations in size, rim orientation, and lip type.
Parts of this halo coalesce in ways that suggest the
presence of scarcer vessel classes. Of these, the
undecorated, mostly small, wide-open 'saucer/dish' is most
distinct. Next is the convergent-mouth 'pot' (?) with
everted lip, mostly of ml-m2 size, but this grades
imperceptibly into the main bowl form. A fuzzy gradient
also separates the tapered-lip ml -size bowl from the
dominant type.
No decorative technique is peculiar to any of these
' types', but different frequencies of decoration occur along
the size gradient of the central bowl 'norm'. Smaller bowls
were more often left undecorated, the exceptions being
more likely to receive a comb-stamp finish. By contrast,
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most large vessels were decorated, but were more likely to
be finished at the rim with rocker-stamp or punctate rows .
Th-ere are hints in our data that overall vessel size
increased with time, but so many dolllbts (relating to
sample sizes, age-attrition of large vessels, and
chronology) surround this observation and we remain
unsure how much credence it deserves . The fact that Khoi
vessels were following the same trend is intriguing, but
age-attrition may be the culprit here too.
Kh.oi ware differs markedly from fibre -te mpered ware
in the distribution of all the size/shape attributes we
examined. This reinforces all prior observations that the
two wares differ in clay sources used, in the tempering
added to the fabric , and in the finishes and decorations
applied. There is remarkably little support from a ny source
of ceramic data, othe r than the rare fibre-tempered lugs,
that tfue two pottery traditions were merging or hybridizing
through time. This separation persisted in spite of their
continued association on hundreds of sites over at least 14
centuries. As they stand, these results present
a challenge to the notion that herders and foragers were
gradually integrating during prolonged sympatry.
It is hardly surpris ing, then, that we find no differe nce
between the ranges o f sizes and shapes of ftbre-tempered
vessels from herde~ sites and fro m the surrounding
no n-herder sites. If resident foragers at first obtained
fibre-tempered vessels from incoming he rders, later
learni ng to make their own ceramics, we have uncovered
no clues that they made their own any differently from
their purported herde r-donors.
A rival scenario should now be entertained: that herders
arrived with only Khoi pottery, and that resident
hunter-gatherers adopted only the idea and basic
technology of potmaking. Instead of churning out copies
ofKhoi pots, the latter made fibre-tempered bowls of their
own rather ungainly, but presumably functional style. In
historical times, these came to be identified with
'Bushme n' in the So uth African interior.
An unexpected outcome of this study is that several
'marginal' shape/size categories, i.e. specimens larger or
smalle r tha n the cent ral ' norm' (some with specific lip
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profiles) are distributed in tiny, restricted patches on the
landscape that suggest they were the products of individual
potters or potting groups, not part of some wider tradition.
Ironically (after so much study), such spatial patterning
does not occur among vessel decorations, most of which
are apparently too widespread to provide such individual
or group markers. An important implication of these
findings is that some fibre-tempered vessels did not move
very far from their place of manufacture, a curious
conclusion considering that they were made by highly
mobile herder-foragers. Clay-sourcing of the Khoi
ceramics by XRF hints at the same pattern (Bollong
1996).This raises the distinct possibility that vessels were
not habitually carried from site to site, but were left
behind when the group decamped. While this makes sense
for the very large vessels, reasons must be sought for why
it would apply to some very small ones also. Whatever
those reasons, there are grounds for supposing that many
of the specimens falling outs'ide the 'norm' of bowl
production reflect variability between individual potters
rather than ethnic signatures of style.
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